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PRESS RELEASE

RUSTAMJI MEMORIAL LECTURE-II BY SHRI SHIV KHERA

Border Security Force, the premier agency of India for border management for
more than 6000 kms of border in diversified terrain of Eastern and Western frontiers
has earned its title “The First Line of Indian’s Defence” under the able leadership of
its founder DG Sh K F Rustamji. It was his pragmatism, wisdom and foresightedness
which enabled this force to earn the goodwill as dependable armed force of the
union for meeting challenges in both, peace and war. BSF has proven its mettle,
wherever it was deployed and was tasked, for the matters of security of union
against external aggressions or internal disturbance. Since its inception, BSF has
successfully faced several challenges and crises over the years. The world’s largest
Border guarding Force enjoys an excellent track record and is ready to face any
challenges that come its way.

2.

Current shape of this modern force is indebted to the inheritance of process of

“growing tall from within”, by organizing brainstorming sessions, organising
workshops, seminars, lectures, various force related training activities. Besides, BSF
has a tradition of conducting interactive sessions on congruent topics of social
interests at national level.

3.

To commemorate the founder father of the BSF, Sh K F Rustamji, who gave

the legacy of “thinking bordermen”, BSF is organising series of Rustamji Memorial
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lectures in his birth centenary year. First one in the series was delivered by
Sh Rajnath Singh, Honourable Union Home Minister on 20th May 2016. Today o0n
20th July 2016 at Scope Complex auditorium the second lecture in this series has
been delivered by Sh Shiv Khera, renowned motivational speaker.

4.

Director General Border Security Force, Shri K K Sharma, IPS said that, this

lecture intends to give the success mantra for enhancing the intrinsic performance
value of an individual to learn how to contribute and how to give one’s best to the
organisation. The congregation has been planned as executive development
programme for capacity building of individual.

5.

So congruent was the topic and the speaker that, it was attended not only by

BSF officers but chiefs and staff from other CAPF as well.
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